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Nicaragua and Mexico announced that negotiations on a free-trade agreement have been postponed
until next year, pending the appointment of president-elect Ernesto Zedillo's cabinet, including a
Trade Secretary. Zedillo is scheduled to take office on Dec. 1. Presidents Carlos Salinas de Gortari
of Mexico and Violeta Chamorro of Nicaragua had originally targeted enactment of a free trade
agreement between the two countries for Jan. 1, 1995, but disagreements over agricultural trade and
other issues have delayed completion of an accord, which the two countries started to negotiate in
1991.
Nicaragua's deputy economy minister Eduardo Belli and trade director Oscar Aleman told reporters
that the two sides have made considerable progress in other sectors, including dispute resolution
mechanisms, animal and plant sanitary regulations, and safeguards to protect Nicaragua against a
surge of Mexican imports, among others.
On the other hand, Belli and Aleman told reporters that the two sides are far enough apart on the
issue of agricultural trade to warrant postponement of the talks. Nicaragua is especially concerned
about gaining greater access to the Mexican market for such products as meat, sugar, sorghum,
beans, peanuts, powdered milk, and black beans. In addition, Belli pointed out that the two
countries have yet to reach final agreement on the section dealing with protection of intellectual
property.
Northern Triangle nations weigh costs, benefits of Mexico accord
On a related matter, on Nov. 23 the Salvadoran Foundation for Economic and Social Development
(Fundacion Salvadorena para el Desarrollo Economico y Social, FUSADES) issued a report detailing
the costs and benefits of enacting a free trade agreement with Mexico. The report examined how
the proposed trade accord would affect 12 separate economic sectors in El Salvador. El Salvador,
Guatemala, and Honduras known as the Northern Triangle (Triangulo Norte) countries are
currently negotiating separate but similar bilateral agreements with Mexico.
Representatives from the Northern Triangle countries began meeting with Mexican officials on Nov.
24 to discuss progress on their bilateral agreements with Mexico, which all want to complete before
year-end 1995. FUSADES, which has a major influence on the policies of El Salvador's President
Armando Calderon Sol, said the sectors that would gain the most from a bilateral accord with
Mexico are textiles and paper, plastics, and financial services, including banks and insurance.
According to the report, many of these sectors have acquired the necessary technology necessary to
compete. On the other hand, the report identified several "sensitive areas" that could be affected by
increased competition from Mexican companies, including the transportation sector. Additionally,
the FUSADES report suggested that El Salvador must continue to ensure that an agreement
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with Mexico eliminates non-tariff barriers, such as excessive customs regulation and overly strict
technical norms.
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